
Year 6 Science  

Your task for this week is to make a three-dimensional flower that is scientifically 
accurate! You need to know the names of the parts, where they are and what they 
do! 

On your flower you need to have (please include labels) : 

 A stem to hold and move the plants up towards the light. It also carries 
water and minerals from the roots to the rest of the plant.  

 Leaves which are necessary for nutrition.   The green chlorophyll in the 
leaves uses sunlight to change carbon dioxide gas and water into food – this 
is called photosynthesis. 

 An ovary that contains the eggs. 

 The style that holds the stigma up. 

 The sticky stigma that catches pollen. 

 Filaments that hold the anthers up. 

 Anthers that contain pollen. 

 Roots to anchor the plant and to soak in the water and minerals from the 
soil.  
 

If you’re not sure how to make your flower then this is how you can go about it: 

1. Make the stem with a straw or some rolled-up paper – colour it green. 
2. Add some leaves to the stem – again colour it green. 
3. Make the ovary from some scrunched-up paper and stick around the top of 

the stem. Colour the same colour as the stem.  
4. Cut out some of the petal shapes and colour them brightly to attract 

insects. Spray on some perfume to add a scent for extra attraction! Stick 
around the top of the ovary.  

5. Make a style using a matchstick. Colour green and stick to the middle of 
the ovary.  

6. Use another matchstick, also coloured green. Stick across the style to make 
the stigma.  

7. Use some green pipe cleaners to make filaments. Stick these around the 
ovary inside the petals.  

8. Make anthers with small circles of paper coloured yellow. Stick these to the 
top of the filaments.  

9. Use string for roots and stick to the bottom of the stem. 

We look forward to seeing your creations! See the help sheets below to help.  

 

 



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy66fg8 
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